
2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.

3.1 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'w x 5'h 8'w x 8'h 10'w x10'h

12'w x 12'h 15'w x 15'h 20'w x 20'h



3.2 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'x8' 6'x10'

8'x12'

10'x15'

12'x18'

15'x20'

2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.



3.3 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'x5' 8'x8' 10' x 10'

12' x12' 15' x 15' 20'x20'

2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.



4.1 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'x5'

8'x8'

10'x10'

12'x12'

15'x15'

20'x20'

2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.



4.2 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'x8'

6'x10'

8'x12'

10'x15'

12'x18'

15'x20'

2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.



4.3 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'x8'

6'x10'

8'x12'

10'x15' 12'x18' 15'x20'

2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.



4.4 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'x5'

8'x8'

10'x10'

12'x12'

15'x15'

20'x20'

2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.



5.1 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

10'x10'

12'x12'

15'x15'

5'x5'

8'x8'

20'x20'

2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.



5.2 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'x8'

6'x10'

8'x12'

10'x15'

12'x18'

2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.



6.1 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'x5'

8'x8'

10'x10'

12'x12'

15'x15'

20'x20'

2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, IFR Sparkle Tendo,  IFR Crackle Tendo and IFR Boost. All are washable and have a great 2-way stretch memory.
See Catalog and Website for available colors.



2-D Splats come in 3, 4, 5, and 6 point stretch shapes and are constructed out of IFR Tendo, Rose Brands Trevira® IFR stretch fabric that has it all. Tendo is washable and has a great 2-way stretch memory. Available
in IFR Tendo, Sparkle Tendo, and Crackle Tendo.

6.2 Splats

Note: Given the nature of fabrics with elastic properties, there will always be minor variations in constructed stretch shapes. Our drawings are visual representations to assist with your designs and concepts: the drawings should not, however, be used for engineering purposes.

5'x8'

6'x10'

8'x12'

10'x15'

12'x18'

15'x20'
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